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REPORT ON GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 
HUNCH GROUP OF CLAIMS

LAMPLUGH TOWNSHIP
LARDER LAKE MINING DIVISION
__ PROVINCE OF ONTARIO   

Introduction:

The following report describes the magnetic and electromagnetic surveys 

completed during the early spring of 1976 on two mining claims recorded in the 

name of Canadian Johns-Manville Company Limited and located in Lamplugh Township, 

Larder Lake Mining Division.

Cutting and chaining of picket lines were carried out by Company personnel 

based at the Matheson, Ontario, Exploration Office. This work was under the direct 

supervision of J. Goodger, geologist.

Magnetometer surveying was conducted by R. Haley, senior fieldman and 

geophysical operator with Canadian Johns-Manville Company Limited using a Scintrex 

Fluxgate instrument. D. Desjardins assisted with this program.

Electromagnetic surveying was also carried out by R. Haley and D. Desjardins 

using a McPhar R. E. M. Vertical Loop Unit.

Supervision and interpretation of this work were the responsibility of the 

writer, Exploration Manager with Canadian Oohns-Manville Company limited based at 

Asbestos, Quebec.

Property:

The claims surveyed are situated in Lamplugh Township and are numbered 

L-450018 and L-450550. These two claims were staked in early 1973 and recorded 

shortly thereafter. Transfer to this Company was completed on November 1st, 1976.

Holdings comprise approximately 80 acres.
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Location and Accessibil i ty:

The Hunch Group of claims is located in the southwest corner of Lamplugh 

Township, Larder Lake Mining Division.

Highway No. 101, Matheson to the Quebec border, is situated approximately 

three-quarters of a mile south of the property at a distance of 30 to 35 miles 

east of Matheson. As the area has recently been timbered, numerous bush roads, 

suitable for tractor use or walking have been cleared from the Highway to the 

Harker-Lamplugh Townships boundary.

Drainage is to the south via Deadhorse Creek.

Topography:

The area is characterized by relatively low relief, is heavily clay- 

covered and consequently devoid of bedrock explosures. Recent lumbering operations 

have denuded the terrain and no significant forest cover remains.

Drainage is via narrow tributary streams which flow into Deadhorse Creek. 

These streams form shallow gulleys which di sect the flat areas.

Previous Work:

Geological mapping by Government Geologists in the Lake Abitibi Area 

dates back to 1907 (Miller) with further work being carried out in 1919 {Knight 

et a!) in 1925 (Gledhill) and in the period 1949 to 1953 (Satterly).

More recently - 1972-73 - L.S.. Jensen, Geological Branch, Ontario Division 

of Mines, Timmins, mapped a block extending from Milligan, McCool, Michaud Town 

ships on the west to the Quebec border. Lamplugh Township is included in this 

section.

Unfortunately, due to the complete lack of outcrops in the southwest part 

of the Township, no geological data is available.



Previous Work: (Cont'd)

During the late 1950's or early 1960's, Hunch Mines acquired a group 

of contiguous claims in Harker and Lamplugh Townships along the Rand-Garrison 

boundary. Geophysical surveying was conducted at that time and followed by 

limited diamond drilling. As no base metals of interest were intersected the 

claims were allowed to lapse.

A block of claims was staked by Canadian Johns-Manville Company Limited, 

intermittently during 1974 and 1975 covering aerial magnetic anomalies which were 

interpreted as indicating the occurrence of underlying ultrabasic formations. 

Geophysical surveys were then conducted on part of the claims during the late 

winter and early spring of 1975. Report and maps covering this work were filed 

with the Ministry of Natural Resources on March 15th, 1976 for assessment purposes.

The surveys described in this report were carried out during the early 

spring of 1977 and were followed by diamond drilling of three holes to test 

magnetic anomalies on the ten claims of the Hunch and Deadhorse Creek Groups. As 

part of this program, a vertical hole was drilled on claim L-450018. Note that 

this drilling has been submitted to the Ministry for assessment work.

General Geology:

The general geology of the area has been described by L.S. Jensen, 

Geologist, Ontario Division of Mines in Miscellaneous Paper No. 56, entitled 

"Summary of Field Work 1973" - Part 19 - Lightning River Area.

Due to the results of magnetic surveys, diamond drilling by Hunch Mines 

and exploration work on adjacent holdings, it has been established that ultra 

mafic flows strike in a general east-west direction across the property. These 

are in contact with intermediate and felsic flows to the north and south. Cross- 

sectional diamond drilling will be required to determine the volcanic sequence 

on the claims.



Line Cutting and Chaining;

The boundary between Harker and Lamplugh Townships was used as a Base 

Line for the Hunch program. The 0+00 point was established at the steel pin 

at the common corner of Harker, Garrison, Rand and Lamplugh Townships. This 

base line was cut and chained to the east for a length of 2,680 feet.

Right-angled offset lines were located every 200 feet along the base 

line and were cut to the north to the claim boundaries. Marked pickets were 

established at 100 foot intervals along these offset lines by chainage.

Total miles of picket and base lines cut and chained by Company personnel 

on the property - 2.95.

EI ectrpmaci n e t i c S u r vey:

An electromagnetic survey was conducted over the Lamplugh Township claims 

by R. Haley assisted by D. Desjardins.

R. Haley is a geophysical operator with Canadian Johns-Manville Company "" 

Limited. Both men are based at Matheson.

Field work was carried out as weather conditions permitted during early 

April 1976. Readings were recorded using a McPhar dual frequency vertical loop 

reconnaissance electromagnetic unit operating on a frequency of 1,000 cycles per 

second.

The McPhar unit is suitable for use as both a reconnaissance and relatively 

detailed instrument. In this survey the transmitter was held vertically at a 

distance of 200 feet from the receiver; the receiver was then tilted about the 

axis joining the two coils until a null was observed. Both transmitter and 

receiver were moved on the same picket line 200 feet apart, and readings were 

recorded at 50 foot intervals. Under these operating conditions a depth penetration 

of 100 feet was attained.



Electromagnetic Survey: (Cont'd)

Null widths, which were extremely low, were recorded at each station but 

have not been shown on the accompanying plan. Walki-talki units were used by the 

operators when essential for communication throughout this work. A total of 261 

stations was recorded during the course of the survey. .

The results of the survey are shown on the accompanying Electromagnetic 

Profile Plan on a scale of one inch equals 200 feet. Profiles have been plotted 

on a scale of one inch equals 20 degrees.

Geological contacts and structures as interpreted from the magnetic 

results have been shown on this plan.

The electromagnetic survey failed to reveal any conducting zones on the 

two claims of the Hunch Group. This is probably due to the extreme depth of 

overburden - 70 feet in diamond drill hole L-76-1.

Magnetometer Survey: --.- ~.

A magnetometer survey was conducted over the Hunch claims by R. Haley 

assisted by D. Desjardins. Readings were recorded using a Scintrex Fluxgate 

Mangetometer - Model MF-1 (Serial No. 409107) having sensitivities of 20, 50, 200, 

500 and 2,000 gammas as per division for the corresponding scales. Work was carried 

out during the early part of April 1976.

Prior to the survey the instrument had been checked and adjusted, so that 

a gamma value of 1,220 corresponds closely with an absolute value of 57,599*15.

One base control station was established on the base line at picket line 

24+OOE and was given a fixed value of 1,650 gammas. This station was tied into 

previously established control points in Harker and Lamplugh Townships.

During the course of the survey the base control station was observed at 

regular intervals (four readings per day) as a check on the working condition of 

the instrument and to record the daily diurnal variation.



Magnetometer Survey: (Cont'd)

A ski-doo was utilized for this purpose. Stations were spaced at 50 foot 

intervals along the picket lines and a total of 267 readings recorded on the 

claims group.

The results of the survey are shown on the accompanying Geo-Magnetic 

Contour Plan on a scale of one inch equals 200 feet.

Contour lines of equal magnetic intensity have been drawn at 500 gamma 

intervals from 1,500 to 7,500 gammas.

Magnetic readings over the ultrabasic - highly serpentinized peridotite - 

range in value from 2,500 to 3,000 gammas along the contacts t to a peak of 7,800 

gammas in the central section. The serpentinite strikes in a general east-west 

direction and has a moderate northerly dip. Widths range from 50 to 650 feet.

Diamond drill hole L-76-1 (C.J-M) intersected highly serpentinized 

peridotite containing minor thread chrysotile mineralization throughout. Magnetite 

content of the core was moderate.

A strong northeasterly trending cross fault has been delineated in the 

extreme east part of claim L-450018. Movement is in the order of 500 feet 

horizontally - east side north.

Note that the serpentinite may be continuous to, and west of the Garrison 

Township boundary as weaker magnetic intensity of the readings on lines 0+00 and 

2-E may be due to increased depth of overburden. This would indicate the occurrence 

of a series of continuous to semi-continuous ultramafic flows extending from the 

McCool Township boundary on the west to the Ghost Mountain complex on the east.

The remainder of the property is interpreted as being underlain by mainly 

intermediate with minor, narrow acidic flows. Magnetic readings, in general, range 

from 1,500 to 2,500 gammas over these volcanics.



Conclusions and Recommendations;

No conducting zones were delineated by the electromagnetic survey. This 

was probably due to overburden depth. A deep penetration unit would be required 

to test the property for sulphide mineralization.

The magnetic anomaly over the serpentinite was of sufficient size and 

intensity to warrant further exploration work. Hole No. L-76-1 was drilled by 

C.J-M to test the peak - 7,800 gammas - on line 14-E. Unfortunately, it was 

necessary to drill a vertical hole due to the depth of overburden. Results failed 

to indicate economic chrysotile mineralization.

Cross sectional drilling of the serpentinite to more thoroughly test for 

chrysotile cross fibre may be warranted at a later date.

Submitted: May 30th, 1977 

by. F.J. Evelegh
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LEGEND

Quartz diabase, diabase

te 5ar Syenite 5bf Feldspar porpnry 5o* 
a feWspar 5d* Felsite 5** Lamprophyr* 5f

Diorite 4a, Gabbro diabase 43

Peridotite St Dunite (Serpentiniaed) 
(Asb* - Asbestos recognlaed)

Pyroxenite 

Rhyolite

Andesite basalt pillow lava 2a, 
Diabasic lava 2b, Spherulitic lava 2o, 
Fragmental lava 2d, Tuff St Chert 2e, 
Talc-chlorlte schist 2f

Greywacke la, Arkose Ib, Quartzite lo, 
Argillite or shale Id, Conglomerate l*, 
Iron formation If, Chlorite schist lg

Carbonate rock

GEO-CHEM SYMBOLS

- Quicfc Test - Total Heavy Metals.
- Hot Extraction - Total Heavy M* tala.

O Nil

Q 101 - 200

O *01 " 500*
RJS.. - Red sand 
B.S, - Brown sand 
B,U. Black Muck

Q 1-100

Q 201 - 400

(*) Power Auger

W.S, - White sand 
di. - Clay

* -* j Ifuakef or Swamp 

Creek

Tv^4 ^ \ L^. T ^i/nxji ooie
"# .:

Bush road
Direction la which lava flows 
face, indicated by shape of 
pillows

LECTRO-MAG

. i Scale - 40

Zone - M-
f- Weak

H- L- UNIT

*;--*] In phase curve
b  - Q l Out pha** oupv* ' 

NPOS Not proper coil spacing ; 
East - Pbsitive* West * Negative

WPHAR V.L. UfJft

angle profile 
North A East Positive 
South St W**t Negative

^ Survey ly * 
Mag survey oy * 
E^Mo- survey ter. *

(S. s*?. Contour interval 500 gaamas

Magnetic Base Control Station

Geological Contact
G - Geological 

Fault Zone - M - Magnetic; :
T - Topographic
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGl 
TECHNICAL DAT/

32D12SW08I3 2.2408 LAMPLUGH 900

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS

GeophysicalType of Survey. 

Township or

Claim w^n-M Canadian Johns^Manville Company Limited
Lamplugh

Author of Brpnrt F. J. Evelegh
' Box 1500. Asbestos, Quebec

Covering Dates of

Total Miles of Line cut

March 31 s t to May 1st. 1976
(linccutting to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 

--Electromagnetic.

DAYS 
per Claim'

-Radiometric-

- Other.   

J

Geological.

Geochcmical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

DATE: May 30th, 1977 SIGNATURE:

PROJECTS SECTION ^ p) 

Res. Gcol._________'" Qualifications.

Previous Surveys

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

JUN - 8 1977

NING LANDS SECTION

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

.k.......'(prefix)' 

L

450018
(number)

450550

JUN

PROJECTS UNIT,

TOTAL CLAIMS-



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA 

GROUND SURVEYS

'Number of 'si at ions "'Mag.; 267; E.M.: 261________Number of Ridings Mag.; 281; E.M.; 270
Station interval____M^fl±.JLJLM -^JlJiO.1______________________________________________ 
Line spacing__.———r-iiL.^____________________________________________________ 
Profile scale or Contour intervals Hag.: 500 gammas; E.M. - 1" - 200_________________

(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC

Instrument_ScJntrex Fluxgate Magnetometer - Model MF-1; Serial #409107—.—.———.————
Accuracy - Scale mutant see attached photocopy—.—,..—...———.^-——--—^—————————..——.
Diurnal correction method Base station read at regular intervals R readings corrected accordingly 
Base station location___ No. 1 - at L-24E on the base line.——^——.—^——-—————

ELECTROMAGNETIC
instrument McPhar Dual Frequency Reconnaissance Electromagnetic Unit - Serial #30-6507.
Coil configuration. V6rtlCa1 ——...———.,—.-—..^—-^-..—..————-——.—-————..—^——————————^—,,.^-.—-

Coil separation ____200^______________________________________________________ 

Accuracy_______..________________________________________________________ 
Method: O Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back 09 Inline D Parallel line
Frequency 1 t OOP C. P. S._____.l__^________^____________________________^^_^_^_____________

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured... dip angle and width of null.______________^________________
GRAVITY

Instrument.

Scale constant.
Corrections made——

Base station value and location ——

Elevation accuracy————..-^—————————
INDUCED POLARIZATION RESISTIVITY

Instrument __________.——————-—-—————

Time domain___________________________ Frequency domain. 
Frequency________________________________ Range——-—————.

Power_____________.—.^—^—-——————-—.—-———--^^^——.———
Electrode array—— 

Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode ,
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